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Abstract: Eye state analysis (open or closed) is an important step in fatigue detection. In this study, an efﬁcient algorithm for eye
state detection is proposed. At ﬁrst, a new face detection method is presented for noisy images that ﬁnds the face area in the input
image well. Then, novel algorithms for detection of eye region and eye state are introduced. The performance of the proposed
method is evaluated on four different databases namely FERET, Aberdeen, IMM and CVL which contain more than 5700
images with different descents, positions, light conditions and glasses. The results show that the new method achieves more
accuracy rate than the previously presented algorithms, while it does not need training data and is also computationally efﬁcient.

1

Introduction

Driving with drowsiness is one of the main causes of trafﬁc
accidents. A great number of fatalities occurring in trafﬁc
accidents could be avoided if driver drowsiness is detected
and alarm signals are provided to the driver.
There are several methods for drowsiness detection. They
can be divided into three types [1]: biological indicators,
vehicle behaviour and face analysis. The ﬁrst type measures
biological indicators such as brain waves and heart rate.
These techniques have the best detection accuracy, but they
require physical contact with the driver. They are intrusive,
so they cannot be used in practice. The second type
measures vehicle behaviours such as speed, lateral position
and turning angle. These methods can be implemented
non-intrusively, but they have several limitations such as
the vehicle type, driver experience and driving conditions.
Furthermore, they need special equipments and can be
expensive. The third type is face analysis. Although it can
be less accurate than the indicators, this type is
non-intrusive and easily implemented. It can be employed
independent of driver experience and vehicle type. Further,
it is both more practical and accurate than the vehicle
behaviour analysis. However, it is limited by lighting
conditions and the driver’s distance from the camera.
In this paper, we aim to determine eye state (open or
closed), which is a key step in driver fatigue detection. For
this purpose, we ﬁrst need to detect face region, then we
ﬁnd eyes and after that, we detect eye state. In the
following, a brief review on the previous algorithms for
detection of eye regions and eye state is presented.
Many eye detection methods have been exploited during
the near two decades. They can be grossly divided into two
categories: image-based passive approaches and infrared
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(IR)-based active ones. The image-based is partitioned into
three major approaches: template-based [2, 3], feature-based
[4, 5] and appearance-based [6, 7]. In the template-based
methods, at ﬁrst, a generic eye model based on the eye
shape is designed. Then, template matching is used to
search the image for eyes. This method searches whole of
image for eye regions, hence it is time consuming. The
feature-based approaches explore the characteristics of eyes
to identify some distinctive features around the eyes.
However, eyebrow and face orientation may also degrade
the performance of the discriminative function, since its
performance depends on the accuracy of candidate eye
window detection. The appearance-based methods detect
eyes based on their photometric appearance. These methods
usually need to collect a large amount of training data,
representing the eyes of different subjects, under different
face orientations and illumination conditions. These data are
used to train a classiﬁer such as a neural network or the
support vector machine. In summary, the above three
mentioned methods detect the eyes by exploiting eyes
differences in appearance and geometric structure from the
rest of the face. The special features of eye such as dark
pupil, white sclera, circular iris, eye corners, eye shape etc.
are utilised to distinguish the human eye from other objects.
However, because of changing of lighting conditions and
face pose, these differences will be too trivial to distinguish.
Particularly, illumination variations in eye detection
applications could be greatly sensitive. In some
applications, Hough transform is used to detect eye regions
in face images [8]. Hough transform needs high
computations, so it is time consuming; consequently it is
not suitable for real time applications. IR-based methods [9,
10] are only restricted to some speciﬁc applications since
they need the assistance of IR illuminating devices. The
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former is relatively application independent and more widely
used with merit that no extra equipment is needed.
For eye state detection, the method of [11] uses the distance
between two eyelids. For a person being able to see, the upper
eyelid should not cover the pupil. Thus, if the distance
between the two eyelids is less than the iris radius, the eye
is closed. However, this method is very sensitive to pupil
centre location. In [1], eye property in saturation channel of
HSI colour space is utilised for eye state detection. This
property is used to extract iris region from skin region in iris
circle. After choosing threshold value and creating binary
image of iris circle, eye state is set to open if the number of
white pixels in iris circle is more than the black pixels.
In this study, for face detection, we assume that there is one
face region in the input image. We create a rectangle with
pre-deﬁned length and width, because the driver has
speciﬁc distance from the camera. After ﬁnding face region,
we obtain eyes regions. We use EyeMap algorithm
introduced in [12] for this purpose. Although this algorithm
has very good performance for detection of eye regions in
different light conditions, but its disadvantage is that the
other dark points are appeared in the detection. Hence, we
propose a new method to remove them. Then, we ﬁnd pupil
centre and circle of iris. For detection of eye state, we
separate iris pixels from skin pixels in the detected eye area.
The authors in [13] used three-dimensional distance in RGB
colour space to extract iris pixels from skin pixels. In RGB
colour space, a little variation in lighting conditions causes
large changes in RGB components. However, in YCbCr
colour space, the luminance component is separated from
the chrominance components. So, we propose to use YCbCr
colour space for eye state detection. We examine the
proposed algorithm on four different databases including
FERET [14], Aberdeen [15], IMM [16] and CVL [17]
databases, and compare its accuracy rate with other
methods. The results indicate performance improvement of
the new method over the existing algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2
describes the proposed face detection algorithm. In Section
3, we explain eye regions detection method and our
proposed rules to achieve high accuracy. Section 4 contains
ﬁnding pupil centre, iris circle and eye state steps. In
Section 5, we evaluate the performance of the new method
using experimental results. Finally, we present conclusion
in Section 6.

2

Proposed face detection algorithm

Colour compensation

The illumination of skin colour is mainly because of the
highlights and shadows caused by light source. For colour
compensation, we use the algorithm of [18] that includes
the following steps:
1. Get the intensity component of the colour image as
I = (R + G + B)/3
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(1)

Block diagram of the proposed eye state analysis algorithm

2. Sort the intensity components of all pixels from the largest
one to the smallest one.
3. Set to 255, all RGB components of the pixels whose light
values are in the largest q% of region. Suppose that the largest
intensity value of q% is I0, convert the RGB components of
the rest 1-q% pixels to
R′ = R×255/I0 ;

2.2

The block diagram of the proposed eye state (open/closed)
detection algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the following,
we explain each part in detail.
At ﬁrst step, we acquire image. In this research, images are
read from database.
2.1

Fig. 1

G′ = G×255/I0 ;

B′ = B×255/I0 (2)

Face detection

For eye detection with high accuracy rate, we need an image
in which face area is isolated from background. The
characteristics of face skin of different humans are almost
similar. The only major difference between people with
lighter complexion and those of darker complexion is that,
in different lighting conditions, images pixels have different
values. In order to implement the new method in real-time
system, we adopt skin colour detection as the ﬁrst step of
face detection.
Typically, images are acquired in the RGB colour space.
However, in the RGB model, brightness (luminance) is not
independent of colour. That is, one speciﬁc colour under
different lighting conditions is appeared as different colours.
This is a problem in detection of human faces, which
causes RGB model not useful for face detection. Colour
spaces used in skin colour segmentation are YCbCr [12, 19,
20], HSV [21] and normalised RGB (rgb) [22, 23]. Since
185
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Fig. 2 Steps of the proposed face detection algorithm
a Original image
b FaceMask (binarised image) rectangle (1): search area, rectangle (2): region that has maximum number of white pixels
c Search area, rectangle: face region
d Face region cropped from the original image considering part c

YCbCr colour space transform is faster than the other
approaches, we use it to detect human skin.
The experimental results show that skin pixels have lower
Cb and higher Cr values. If YCbCr colour space is used, many
errors occur in skin pixels detection. The authors in [12]
presented a non-linear transformation to overcome this
problem. In their model, the chrominance components (Cb
and Cr) are expressed as functions of luminance component
(Y ). The obtained new colour space is YCb′ Cr′ , where
Cb′ and Cr′ values for skin pixels follow the elliptical model
as [12].
2
2 
y − ecy
x − ecx
+
=1
a2
b2
  
 ′

Cb − cx
cos u sin u
x
=
y
−sin u cos u Cr′ − cy


(3)
(4)

where cx = 109.38, cy = 152.02, θ = 2.53 (in radian), ecx = 1.6,
ecy = 2.41, a = 25.39 and b = 14.03 which are computed from
the skin cluster in Cb′ Cr′ space. More details are presented in
[12]. The results presented in [12] indicate that in this case,
skin pixels are better separated from background pixels. We
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use the above model to obtain a binary image from the
input image in which, the white pixels represent the skin
region. This binary image is denoted as FaceMask.
However, sometimes other regions in the image have the
same colour speciﬁcs as the skin region, consequently they
are appeared as skin region in FaceMask. To overcome this
problem, we consider an area around the biggest connected
component in the biniarised image (i.e. FaceMask) as the
search area. This area is shown in Fig. 2b (rectangle 1).
Then, we propose to create a rectangle with a predeﬁned
length and width. We shift this rectangle in the search area
and compute the number of white pixels inside each shifted
rectangle. Whenever the number of white pixels inside a
speciﬁc shifted rectangle is maximum, that rectangle will be
considered as face area. This rectangle is demonstrated in
Fig. 2b (rectangle 2).
As sometimes face size is smaller than the rectangle size;
hence, we perform morphological operations such as
closing and erosion [24]. However, to reduce the
computatioal complexity, we perform morphological
operations only on the search area. In doing so, the
unncessary regions in the rectangle are removed and the
holes appeared in eye regions of the FaceMask are
removed. Next, we create another rectangle in order to
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bound the biggest connected componenet. However,
sometimes face rotation may cause that eyes be placed in
the border of face area, which may result in problem in eye
regions detection. Hence, we release some extra area in the
right and left of bounding rectangle. This rectagle is shown
in Fig. 2c (red rectangle). Finally, we select the area inside
the rectangle in the input coloured image to obtain face area
(Fig. 2d).

3

Proposed eye region detection method

After ﬁnding face area, we try to ﬁnd eye regions. Eye
detection is a very important step in eye state analysis. An
accurate eye detection algorithm provides enough
information for fatigue detection, that is, opening or closing
of eye. Experimental results show that eyes are located in
the upper half part of face region. So, in order to increase
the speed of detection, we remove the lower 40% of the
face area, and remain the upper 60%; then we look for eyes
in this area. Under low illumination, the ability to
discriminate eyes from skin degrades. Thus, the image
enhancement method proposed in [25] is used to improve
the separability. This method uses fuzzy set to enhance the
image; it is simple and achieves better results than the
colour histogram equalisation. It also preserves the hue
component well. We brieﬂy describe the steps of the
method of [25] below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Transform the original RGB space into HSI space.
Enhance intensity component using fuzzy rules.
Enhance saturation component.
Transform the HSI data to RGB data.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the result of enhancement method on
the upper 60% of face area for hybrid image. We observe that
the enhanced image has uniform illumination.
After enhancement, we detect eye regions. The block
diagram of the proposed eye regions detection method is
shown in Fig. 4.
In [12], the authors presented EyeMap algorithm to
determine eye regions in different light conditions. They
used YCbCr colour space to detect eyes. This method ﬁrst
builds two EyeMaps, one from chrominance components
(EyeMapC ) and the other from luminance component
(EyeMapL). These two maps are then combined into a
single map. The EyeMapC is based on the observation that

high Cb and low Cr values are found around eyes.
EyeMapC is obtained as



2
EyeMapC = Cb2 + C̃ r + Cb /Cr /3

(5)

where Cb and Cr are the chrominance components of YCbCr
colour space and C̃ r = 255 − Cr . The values of Cb2 , Cr2 and
Cb/Cr are normalised to the range [0, 255]. The 1/3 scaling
factor is used to ensure that the resulted EyeMapC remains
within the range of [0, 255].
Since eyes usually contain both dark and bright values in
the luminance component, so grey-scale dilation and
erosion (non-ﬂat) with ball structuring element are used to
construct the EyeMapL from the luminance component as
EyeMapL =

Y (x, y) ⊕ gs (x, y)
Y (x, y)Qgs (x, y) + 1

(6)

where gσ represents the ball structuring element and ⊕ and Θ
denote the grey scale dilation and erosion operations,
respectively. The value ‘1’ is added to the denominator of
(6) to avoid division by zero. Then, EyeMapL is smoothed
by Gaussian lowpass ﬁlter. Finally, EyeMapL is multiplied
by EyeMapC to produce the ﬁnal EyeMap.


EyeMap = EyeMapC × (EyeMapL)

(7)

This EyeMap algorithm is not time consuming. Also, it can
determine eye regions very well. In order to enhance the
separation of eyes from other facial components, we apply
morphological top-hat operation with ball structure element.
After determining eye regions by EyeMap, the optimum
threshold value is obtained by Otsu’s method [24].
However, for better seperation, we propose to multiply the
optimum threshold by a constant value and then convert the
grey-scale image into the binary one (EyeBin). Next, we
apply some operations on the connected components to
obtain eye regions, which are presented in the following:
1. Remove the connected components touching the border.
2. Remove the connected components having low or large
number of white pixels. The reason is that noise can
produce some unwanted connected components. Therefore
this approach removes some of these unwanted connected
components.

Fig. 3 Image enhancement before eye regions detection
a Original upper 60% of face area
b Enhanced image
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6. If only one pair of connected components satisﬁes the
conditions of step 5, we accept that pair as eye regions. If
more than one pair of connected components satisfy the
conditions of step 5, we apply step 7. If no pair satisﬁes
the conditions, we reduce the constant value that is
multiplied by the optimum threshold and start from step
1. We reduce the constant value ﬁve times. If after the last
try, no pairs of connected components satisfy distance
conditions, our system fails in eye detection (this case
rarely happened in the experiments).
7. We deﬁne the following parameter to detect eyes
Ki = C̃ r (1 + EyeMap) + Cb

i = 1:n

(8)

where n is the number of connected component pairs that
satisfy step 5 conditions. For noise reduction, we apply an
averaging ﬁlter on image. Then, for any pair of connected
components i that satisﬁes step 5 conditions, we sort the
{Ki} in descending order (denoted as Ksi), and calculate the
sum of top 30 values of {Ksi} as
SUMi =

30


Ksi (j)

i = 1:n

(9)

j=1

8. Finally, the pair with the largest SUMi is considered as eye
region.
Our results show that in many cases, eye regions are
obtained before the step 7. Hence, this step is rarely used.
A typical image and the result of applying the new method
is shown in Fig. 5. It is observed that the proposed method
can ﬁnd eye regions accurately.

4

Proposed eye state detection method

In this section, we describe different steps of our eye state
detection algorithm. They are the last three stages of the
proposed algorithm in Fig. 1.
Fig. 4 Block diagram of proposed eye region detection method

3. Apply some shape and geometric rules such as aspect ratio
and solidity to remove the other undesired connected
components. In this way, the connected components with
low solidity or connected components with very low or
very high aspect ratios are removed. A measure of solidity
of object can be obtained as the ratio of the object area to
the area of the object convex hull.
4. Remove eyebrows if they are still present in the image. For
this purpose, we start with one connected component and
compute the horizontal and vertical distances among the
centre of mass of the mentioned connected component and
those of other connected components. If the computed
distances satisfy the predeﬁned conditions, that connected
component is removed. We apply this approach for all
connected components.
5. To increase the accuracy of detection, we calculate the
horizontal and vertical distances between the centres of
masses of all possible pairs in the connected components.
Those pairs that have high vertical distance or low or
high horizontal distance are ignored from the possible eye
regions.
188
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4.1

Estimation of pupil centre

Pupil centre is considered to have the lowest Cr value in the
eye region. Hence, ﬁnding pixels with the minimum Cr
seems to be a good choice for determining pupil centre.
However, our experiments showed that this method does
not always yield correct results. In [1], the authors consider
that the pupil centre is the centre of mass of the eye region
obtained from EyeMap. Although this method achieves
better results than the minimum Cr method, but it does not
accurately determine the pupil centre. Hence, we need to
modify it. In the following, we explain the modiﬁcations.
4.2

Reﬁning pupil centre and iris circle detection

To reﬁne the pupil centre and iris circle detection, it is
necessary to extract pupil and iris from skin. In [13], the
authors have used RGB colour space to separate iris pixels
from skin pixels. In RGB colour space, the illumination
component is not separated from the other components and
as a result a little variation in light condition causes large
variations in RGB components. Therefore we propose to
use YCbCr colour space in which the illumination
component is separated from the chrominance components.
IET Comput. Vis., 2013, Vol. 7, Iss. 3, pp. 184–200
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Fig. 5 Different steps of our eye region detection method
a Original image
b 60% upper of face image with enhancement
c EyeMap
d EyeBin
e Eye regions candidates after applying steps 1 and 2
f Eye regions candidates after apply steps 3 and 4
g Pairs satisfying distance conditions
h Selected eye regions in the corresponding original image

The proposed IrisMask is based on Cb and C̃ r components
and is created as follows
IrisMask =

 
k[{Cb ,C̃ r }

Ik − m k

2

(10)

where Ik refers to the values of Cb and C̃ r components and mk
indicates the mean of each component. As a result, pixels with
high intensities in the IrisMask are concentrated in the pupil
and iris region, as shown in Fig. 6a. Next, IrisMask is
normalised to [0, 1]. Here, we propose some modiﬁcations
for better separation of pupil and iris from the skin region.
We ﬁrst apply top-hat ﬁlter with ball structuring element.
Then, we apply median ﬁlter to eliminate the noise of
pupil. The resulted image is depicted in Fig. 6b.
Now, with this IrisMask, we reﬁne pupil centre and then
detect iris circle. Approximated pupil centre has been
already obtained using the centre of mass of eye region. We
note that the shape of iris is circle and the experiments [1]
showed that the iris circle radius (R1) is proportional to 1/
10th of the distance of between the centres of two eyes.
To determine the exact pupil centre, we create three spatial
circular averaging ﬁlters with radius sizes of R1 − 1, R1 and
IET Comput. Vis., 2013, Vol. 7, Iss. 3, pp. 184–200
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R1 + 1. A circular averaging ﬁlter with radius R is of size
(2R + 1) × (2R + 1) pixels and its centre is located at the
pixel (R + 1, R + 1). It is expressed as
⎧
⎨1
Cir Fil(R) = S0
⎩
0

if (x − (R + 1))2 + (y − (R + 1))2 ≤ R2
otherwise
(11)

where S0 is the
normalisation constant and is chosen in a way
that satisﬁes x,y Cir Fil(R) = 1, x, y denote the locations of
each pixel in the ﬁlter, and
1 ≤ x ≤ (2R + 1);

1 ≤ y ≤ (2R + 1)

(12)

Fig. 7 demonstrates a spatial circular averaging ﬁlter. We
apply the three ﬁlters to the IrisMask. For each ﬁlter, we
ﬁnd the average intensity of IrisMask pixels in the circle,
where the centre of circle is the pixel with the maximum
value in the ﬁltered image. Then, we calculate the mean of
the obtained average values. The radius whose average
value has the minimum difference with the mean value is
selected as the iris radius.
189
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Fig. 6 Creation of IrisMask
a IrisMask
b IrisMask after applying top-hat and median ﬁlter

detecting iris circle, to discriminate open eye from closed one,
we must extract iris from skin.
The IrisMask, obtained previously (Fig. 6), shows that iris
pixels have higher grey level values than the skin pixels, that
is, they are brighter. Thus, we can separate iris pixels from the
skin pixels by selecting a proper threshold value. To ﬁnd the
optimum threshold value (Th), we use Otsu’s method [18].
Then, we convert IrisMask to binary image to obtain
IrisBin as

IrisBin =

Fig. 7 Spatial circular averaging ﬁlter

Figs. 8a and b. show the estimated pupil centre and reﬁned
pupil centres along with iris boundary in the original eye
region image and its corresponding IrisMask.
It should be noted that the circular averaging ﬁlters we
created are like [1]. However, the authors in [1] shift the
circle in the area around the estimated pupil centre and the
circle in which the sum of grey levels, has the largest value,
is selected as the iris circle. A disadvantage of the method
of [1] is that when the estimated pupil centre is far from the
exact pupil centre, the iris circle is not detected correctly.
As another disadvantage, when the circle radius becomes
larger, the sum of grey levels inside the circle also becomes
larger and the probability that larger circle is selected as the
iris circle, is more than that of small circles. Although in
our work, to overcome these problems we search for the
pupil centre in the whole of connected components that are
detected as eye regions. Further, we calculate the average of
pixels in the circle.

4.3

Determination of eye state

We note that when eye is closed, the pupil centre is probably
located under the skin region around the eye, so it cannot be
seen and iris circle contains more skin pixels. Therefore after
190
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1 IrisMask ≥ Th
0 otherwise

(13)

To remove noise from binary image, we apply binary
morphological closing operation. However, sometimes
eyelids and other parts of skin are also visible in the IrisBin
as shown in Fig. 8c. To remove them, we ﬁrst apply
erosion and then dilation operations with two different
structure elements. The result is demonstrated in Fig. 8d.
The eye is detected as open if the number of white pixels
inside the iris circle is more than the number of black
pixels. That is, the ratio of white pixels to the total pixels of
iris circle is greater than 0.5. Otherwise, eye is detected as
closed.

5
5.1

Experiments and results
Database

The performance of the proposed system was evaluated on
four different databases. Subset of FERET [14], IMM [15],
Aberdeen [16] and CVL [17] databases were used in our
experiments.
In the FERET database, images are from different descents,
face positions and rotations. Also lighting conditions and face
size vary too much. We select 4517 images from this database
randomly. The selected images have different face rotations
represented by fa, fb, ql, qr, rb and rc indices, which stand
for regular frontal image, alternative frontal image that
taken shortly after the corresponding fa image, quarter left
(head turned about 22.5° left), quarter right (head turned
about 22.5° right), random image (head turned about 15°
left) and random image (head turned about 15° right). All
images have size of 512 × 768 pixels and are in portable
IET Comput. Vis., 2013, Vol. 7, Iss. 3, pp. 184–200
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Fig. 8 Illustration of pupil centre, iris circle and iris mask detection steps
a Original eye region image, dot marker: estimated pupil centre, plus marker: reﬁned pupil centre, white circle: iris boundary
b Pupil centre and iris boundary shown on IrisMask
c IrisMask after binarisation (IrisBin)
d IrisBin after applying morphological operations

pixel map format. Besides, the selected images are with and
without glasses.
IMM database includes 40 persons with six different
positions and light conditions. 222 images of this database
are coloured and 18 ones are grey level. In this experiment,
we used all 222 coloured images. The six images of each
person are labelled by facial expressions, lighting
conditions and face rotations as normal, happy, 30° rotation
to the person’s right, 30° rotation to the person’s left, spot
light added at the person’s left side and arbitrary
expression. All images are of size 640 × 480 pixels and
have JPEG format.
Aberdeen database consists of 687 images with face
rotations. Many changes in this database are related to
lighting conditions, but no descriptions and no categories
are reported for these variations. To evaluate the algorithm,
we choose all images of this database except those (22
images) in which the face rotations are 45°, 67° or 90°,
where the two eye regions are not completely appeared.
Therefore we used 665 images that have different sizes and
JPEG format. In this database, images have different sizes.
The width and height of images vary in the ranges [336–
624] and [464–560] pixels, respectively.
CVL database consists of images from 114 persons. There
are seven images for each person. These images are labelled
by side view that includes far left, angle 45°, angle 135°
IET Comput. Vis., 2013, Vol. 7, Iss. 3, pp. 184–200
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and far right, frontal view that includes serious expression,
smile (showing no teeth) and smile (showing teeth). These
images were taken under uniform illumination and no ﬂash
and projection screen are in the background. All images are
of size 640 × 480 pixels and have JPEG format. To evaluate
the new method, we choose images that have frontal view,
because our method is based on the presence of both eyes.
5.2

Face detection

In Table 1, the results of the proposed face detection
algorithm evaluated on four databases are presented. If both
eye regions appear in the upper 60% of detected face
Table 1

Performance of the proposed face detection algorithm
and Viola Jones method
Database

FERET
Aberdeen
IMM
CVL
Total

Number
of images

4517
665
222
339
5743

Accuracy, %
Proposed
method

Viola Jones
method [26]

99.40
100
99.55
98.80
99.36

97.41
100
99.55
94.99
97.99
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Fig. 9 Steps of the proposed face detection algorithm in the case that there are more than one face in the captured image
a Original image
b FaceMask (binarised image), rectangle (1): search area, rectangle (2): region that has maximum number of white pixels
c Search area, rectangle: face region
d Face region cropped from the original image considering part c

image, we accept that the face area is detected correctly. The
experimental results demonstrate that our algorithm with ﬁxed
size rectangle can ﬁnd face area very well in colour images.

As mentioned previously, in the selected databases, the size
of acquired image, the size of face area, head pose and
lighting conditions vary too much. Since the proposed face

Fig. 10 Steps of the proposed face detection algorithm in the case that there are more than one face in the captured image
a Original image
b FaceMask (binarised image), rectangle (1): search area, rectangle (2): region that has maximum number of white pixels
c Search area, rectangle: face region
d Face region cropped from the original image considering part c
192
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Fig. 11 Some images from CVL and FERET databases that Viola Jones method fails in ﬁnding face area, but the proposed method can detect
face area; rectangle shows detected face area

detector is based on skin colour, it can also detect frontal
faces with rotation. When face has rotation from 0 up to
90° to the right or left, our method can detect face area.
Moreover, if the pose of frontal face changes to up or
down, it can detect face area.
As mentioned in Section 1, the proposed algorithm was
designed based on the assumption that there is one face in
the image. Therefore to evaluate the performance of the

proposed face detection algorithm, we used the databases in
which there is a single person in the input image. Noting
Section 2.2, we consider search area around the biggest
connected component in the FaceMask and shift the
rectangle in the search area. In the cases that there are more
than one face in the image, with high probability the
biggest connected component belongs to the closest face to
the camera, hence it is detected as the face area. In the

Table 2 Performance of the proposed eye detection method

Table 4 Performance comparison of the proposed eye

and the methods evaluated on FERET database

detection method and the other methods examined on IMM
database

Our method
Category
fa
fb
ql
qr
rb
rc
total
Method
Huan et al. [13]
Hassaballah et al. [28]
Wu et al. [29]
our method

Total images

Accuracy, %

1096
1093
702
698
320
608
4517

97.08
97.16
95.87
96.85
96.56
98.36
96.98

Number of images
selected from
FERET database
1000
1500
311
4517

Accuracy, %
87.2
97.3
92.43
96.98

Table 3 Accuracy of the new eye detection method and
method in [30] evaluated on CVL database

Category

Accuracy, %

normal
happy
30° to person’s right
30° to person’s left
spot light added
arbitrary
total

Our method

Tabrizi
et al. [1]

Zheng
et al. [32]

100
100
100
97.3
100
96.4
98.65

100
100
94.6
94.6
97.3
94.6
96.85

89.2
86.5
78.4
78.4
67.6
75.7
79.3

Table 5 Accuracy of the proposed eye detection method
evaluated on Aberdeen database
Database

Total images

Accuracy, %

Aberdeen

665

94.29

Our method
Category
serious expression
smile – showing no teeth
smile – showing teeth
total
Method
Guan [30]
our method

Total images

Accuracy, %

114
114
111
339

95.61
95.61
94.73
95.32

Number of images
selected from
CVL database
342
339

Accuracy, %
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96.2
95.32

Table 6 Performance of the new eye detection algorithm on
four databases
Database

Total images

Accuracy, %

FERET
Aberdeen
IMM
CVL
Total

4517
665
222
339
5743

96.98
94.29
98.65
95.32
96.3
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Table 7 Performance of face and eye regions detection with and without using rectangle
Database

Total images

Accuracy, %
Face detection

FERET
Aberdeen
IMM
CVL
total

4517
665
222
339
5743

Eye regions detection

With rectangle

Without rectangle

With rectangle

Without rectangle

99.40
100
99.55
98.80
99.36

97.37
98.80
98.65
97.64
97.60

96.98
94.29
98.65
95.32
96.3

93.23
91.88
94.59
92.33
93.07

images captured from the driver, in most cases the driver’s
face is the closest one to the camera, and there is rarely
another face than the face of driver closer to the camera.
However, in the case that the faces have the same distances
from camera, the face with more number of white pixels in
the FaceBin is detected as the face area.

To verify the above statement, Fig. 9 demonstrates an
image in which there are two faces where their distances
from camera are different. The steps of face detection are
the same as shown in Fig. 2. It is observed that the closer
face is detected as the face area. In Fig. 10, the two faces
have the same distances from camera, but the face that has

Fig. 12 Effect of rectangle in face and eye regions detection for a face image with extra regions
a Original image
b FaceBin
c 60% upper of detected face with eye regions area using rectangle
d 60% upper of detected face area without using rectangle
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greater connected component is selected as the face area. It is
worth mentioning that the proposed method was designed for
driver fatigue detection; hence detection of one face is the
main issue.
To show the efﬁciency of the proposed face detection
algorithm, we compare the obtained result with the
well-known Viola Jones [26] face detector. The Viola Jones
face detector is a boosting-based face detector that involves
the calculation of Haar-like features and weak recognition
by using AdaBoost classiﬁers. This method is
computationally efﬁcient. However, its performance depends
on the amount of training data, and it may not give a precise
position of face. Further, Viola Jones is a training-based
method and need data for training, while our method does
not need any training data. In order to use Viola Jones face
detector, we used OpenCV 2.1 provided in [27]. If several
objects are detected as face area in the image, the biggest
object is considered as face area. The results are shown in
Table 1. We observe that the proposed method has higher
accuracy. Our experiments show that most errors occurred in
the Viola Jones face detector are because of the rotation of
face area to left or right or different poses of face area. In
Fig. 11, some images from different databases are shown
that demonstrate the success of proposed method in ﬁnding
face, while Viola Jones method fails.
5.3

Eye region detection

The proposed method for eye regions detection is based on
the assumption that both eye regions are appeared in the
face area. Consequently, face rotation has serious effect on
eye regions detection. Therefore in the selected databases,

we use images in which both eye regions are present. In
this section, for more clariﬁcation, the results of eye region
detection are presented against face rotation position and
facial expression in more details.
In Table 2, we have shown the results of applying the new
eye detection algorithm on FERET database. It is observed
that the new algorithm achieves rather the same accuracy
rate for different face rotations. For comparison we have
also presented the results of previous works. It is seen that
our method has better performance than the methods of [13,
28, 29]. The binary tree approach used in [29] is time
consuming and its accuracy rate depends on the initial
position of template. The recently proposed method [28] is
based on applying fast independent component analysis
(ICA), which needs training data. However, our method
does not need training data and is not time consuming. In
[13, 28, 29], the authors have used 1000, 1500 and 311
images from FERET database, respectively. Since they have
used some images from FERET database not all of them, it
is probable that the selected images were different in
different references. However, in our work, we used a large
number of images (4517 images) which is much more than
the above works. Consequently, our selected images cover
all kinds of variations of images. Therefore our results are
general and validate the robustness of proposed method in
comparison with other methods.
In Table 3, the results of eye detection method evaluated on
CVL database are presented. Most of the errors occurred in
this database are because of images with glasses which
cause bad reﬂection. However, the results show the
efﬁciency of our method. Comparing the accuracy rates of
the new method with that of [30], we observe that our

Fig. 13 Effect of rectangle in face detection for a face image with some separated connected regions
a Original image
b FaceBin
c 60% upper of detected face area using rectangle
d 60% upper of detected face area without using rectangle
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method has about 0.9% less accuracy rate. The method of [30]
is based on multi-cue facial information and makes use a
combination of features such as colour, edge, intensity and
some prior knowledge to extract eyes from image. It is
worth mentioning that the method of [30] achieves 93.65%
accuracy for AR database [31] which contains 3276 images
from 114 subjects and 94.82% for their own database
which has 336 images.
In Table 4, we have compared our eye detection algorithm
with other methods evaluated on IMM database. We observe
that the new method outperforms the methods of [1, 32].
In Table 5, we have demonstrated the results on Aberdeen
database which has different lighting conditions. It is seen that
the new method yields high accuracy rate.
Table 6 shows the performance of the new eye detection
algorithm on the four mentioned databases. We observe that
the average accuracy of the proposed method is 96.3% for
5743 images. In [13], authors have obtained 87.95%
detection rate on 1353 images. In [30], the average rate for
three databases with 3974 images is obtained as 94.97%.
Also, comparing the results with those of mentioned in [28]
which are in the range of [93.3–98.4%], we conclude that
the new method has higher performance.
In the face detection step, we have used rectangle to avoid
false skin detection and overcome bad lighting conditions. If
false skin detection occurs, the other areas of image are
considered as the face area. In this case the size of detected
face area increases and other regions appear in the face area
which degrade the performance. Hence, we use rectangle
for precise detection of face area which also results in high
accuracy rate in the eye detection step. If rectangle is not
used and the biggest connected component is selected as
the face area, we involve two problems; (1) the ﬁrst one is
wrong eye regions detection because other regions appear
in the face area, (2) due to the bad lighting conditions, the
whole of face area probably does not appear in the FaceBin
and the biggest connected component does not cover all of

Table 8 Effect of top-hat and multiplication of optimum
threshold by constant value in eye regions detection step
Database

FERET
Aberdeen
IMM
CVL
Total

Total
images

4517
665
222
339
5743

Accuracy, %
With top-hat
and multiplying
optimum threshold
value by constant
value

Without top-hat
and multiplying
optimum threshold
value by constant
value

96.98
94.29
98.65
95.32
96.3

93.80
90.69
93.69
92.63
93.21

Table 9

Performance of the proposed eye state detection
algorithm and the method of [13]
Database

FERET
Aberdeen
IMM
CVL
Total

Total
images

4517
665
222
339
5743

Accuracy, %
Proposed method

Method of [13]

96.03
93.83
95.94
94.03
95.59

92.80
91.15
90.54
91.74
92.30

face area. In this case it is probable that eye regions do not
appear in the upper 60% of the face area. However, by
employing rectangle, face detection accuracy increases in
bad and non-uniform lighting conditions, and eye regions
appear in the upper 60% of detected face area. Also, by
removing the unnecessary regions from the face area, eye
regions detection accuracy increases.

Fig. 14 Performance comparison of the proposed method and the method of [13] in separating iris pixels from other parts of eye window
a Original eye window image
b IrisMask obtained by the method of [13]
c Binary of IrisMask obtained by the method of [13]
d IrisMask obtained by the proposed method
e Binary of IrisMask obtained by the proposed method
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Fig. 15 Performance of the new method on some images selected from four different databases with different descents and positions
a Original images with detected eye regions
b Eye images with pupil centre and iris circle
c Binarised IrisMask with iris circle

To show the effect of rectangle, we have compared the
performance of face and eye regions detection steps with
and without rectangle. Table 7 depicts the results. It is
obvious that using rectangle yields more accuracy in face
and eye detection steps and its effect is more visible in the
eye detection stage. Further, as examples, Figs. 12 and 13
show the face and eye regions detection performances with
and without using rectangle. In Fig. 12, the ﬁrst problem is
demonstrated and in Fig. 13, the second issue is shown.

Table 7 and the above mentioned ﬁgures verify the
importance of using rectangle.
To provide better separation of eye regions from other
facial components, in Section 3 we proposed the scheme
that converts EyeMap to EyeBin. In brief, at ﬁrst top-hat is
applied to the EyeMap and then the optimum threshold
value obtained by Otsu’s method is multiplied by a constant
value. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this scheme, we
compared the results of eye regions detection with and

Fig. 16 Some images from different databases with wrong detected eye regions
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Fig. 17 Performance of the proposed method evaluated on several images with different illumination conditions and poses in indoor and
outdoor environments
Face area and eye regions are demonstrated by large and small rectangles, respectively. Eye image (with pupil centre and iris circle) along with the binarized
IrisMask (with iris circle) are shown at the corners of the original images
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without considering the scheme. The results presented in
Table 8 indicate that applying top-hat and changing the
optimum threshold value increase the accuracy of eye
regions detection (3–5% improvement).
We have used some hard-coded thresholds in eye regions
detection algorithm (in steps 2, 3–5 of Section 3). These
thresholds are obtained by different experiments on several
images from different databases. The obtained thresholds
then remain ﬁxed in the experiments on other images. In
the selected databases, face area has different sizes and
rotations. Hence, eye regions characteristics such as size,
solidity, aspect ratio, horizontal and vertical distance
between eyes, and distance between eyebrows and eyes
vary greatly from one image to another. Considering the
results, it is concluded that the obtained thresholds are
robust against variations and achieve good performance.

5.4

Eye state detection

Eye state analysis is the ﬁnal step of the proposed algorithm.
In this part we present the results of eye state analysis. As
mentioned before, in order to detect eye state, we consider
the pixels inside the iris circle. Then, based on the
percentage of white pixels, the eye state is determined. To
judge whether the result is true or false, one way is by
observing of eye in the image, deciding about its state
(open or closed), and comparing with the state obtained
from the algorithm. For half open eyes for more accuracy,
an alternative way to determine the actual percentage of
opening of eye and consequently its state is that, we ﬁrst
ﬁnd the iris circle manually. Then, the pixels inside the iris
circle are converted to the binary iris in a way that if the
pixel belongs to iris, it is set to 1 otherwise it is set to
0. By this manner, the actual percentage of eye opening
(ratio of white pixels to all pixels in the iris circle) is
determined and then the decision about the state is
compared with the result of the algorithm. In Table 9, we
have presented the results of eye state detection method. It
is observed that the proposed algorithm can detect eye state
with high accuracy.
To show the efﬁciency of the proposed eye state detection
algorithm that uses YCbCr colour space, we have compared its
performance with the method of [13] that uses RGB colour
space. The weakness of RGB colour space in separating iris
pixels from skin pixels was explained in Section 4.2 and to
overcome this weakness, we proposed YCbCr colour space.
The obtained results for both methods are presented in
Table 9. It is observed that the proposed method has 3–4%
better efﬁciency in separating iris from other regions of eye
window. In Fig. 14, the efﬁciency of the proposed
algorithm in comparison with the method [13] is
demonstrated with a typical eye window image.
In Fig. 15, we have presented some images from different
databases with different eye states which demonstrate the
performance of the new algorithm. Fig. 16 shows some
images that our system fails in ﬁnding eye regions. It is
observed that most of errors are because of the people with
glasses.
We have examined the performance of the proposed
method on several images which differ from the images of
the databases used in this study. The captured images have
various conditions such as very low or high illuminations,
different poses and indoor and outdoor environments. The
results are presented in Fig. 17. It is observed that the
proposed algorithm achieve high performance.
IET Comput. Vis., 2013, Vol. 7, Iss. 3, pp. 184–200
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In this work, we proposed to employ rectangle to overcome
lighting conditions which results in higher accuracy rate in
detection of face area and eye regions. We also applied
several modiﬁcations in the eye detection step to achieve
higher performance. Moreover, we used YCbCr colour space
in eye state detection instead of RGB colour space that
reduces the effect of lighting conditions. As the results
show, the proposed schemes in different stages achieve
higher accuracies on more than 5700 images of four
different databases when compared with the previous
works. Further, our work does not need training data, hence
it is computationally efﬁcient.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an efﬁcient algorithm for
determining eye state. To ﬁnd eye state, we ﬁrst extracted
face region from the input image. Then, we found eye
regions based on EyeMap algorithm and ﬁnally obtained
pupil centre, iris circle and eye state. In each step, we
proposed new algorithm and some modiﬁcations to achieve
better results. The new method does not require training
data and is computationally efﬁcient. Our experiments were
performed on 5743 images of FERET, CVL, IMM and
Aberdeen databases. In the selected databases, images size,
lighting conditions, descent of people, face area size and
eye state are variable. In face detection step, we achieved
99.36% accuracy, which shows the robustness of the
proposed face detection algorithm. In eye regions detection
stage, the proposed algorithm yields the average accuracy of
96.3%. Moreover, the new scheme achieves better results
than the other methods evaluated on the mentioned
databases. In the eye state detection step, we proposed a
new algorithm which uses YCbCr colour space and achieves
accuracy of 95.59%.
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